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 Lending channel is not 
significant part of the 
transmission mechanism

 Scope for balance sheet 
channel to play an important 
role, but need more research 
needed

 Changes in bank lending can 
have significant impact on real 
output (in the context of 
failures)

 Banks and maturity 
transformation becoming  less 
important to funding of 
aggregate credit

Perspectives on the role of banks in monetary policy

Academic Perspective Risk Perspective

 Bank short-term funding mix 
unlikely to affect lending decisions

 Short-term changes in interest 
rates unlikely to affect credit 
access in presence of good credit 
underwriting standards

 Recent performance of 
securitization demonstrates 
effective screening and monitoring 
is important

 Needed non-traditional tools to 
stimulate recovery, but will they 
become the norm?
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Academic perspective: policy affects lending and output

Source: Ashcraft, Journal of Money Credit, and Banking (2006)
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Academic perspective: policy correlated with funding mix

Source: Ashcraft, Journal of Money Credit, and Banking (2006)
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Academic perspective: MBHC affiliation affects financial constraints

Source: Ashcraft, Journal of Money Credit, and Banking (2008)
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Academic perspective: affiliation does not amplify impact of policy

Source: Ashcraft, Journal of Money Credit, and Banking (2006)

Conclusion is that the lending channel is not an important part of the transmission mechanism of 
monetary policy
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Risk perspective: FHLB advances relax constraints

Source: Wallace (2015)
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Risk perspective: insured brokered deposits relax constraints
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Academic perspective: balance sheets amplify lending response

Ashcraft and Campello, Journal of Monetary Economics (2007)
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Academic response: balance sheets have large impact on lending

Ashcraft and Campello, Journal of Monetary Economics (2007)
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 CRE loans….fixed-rate balloon loans….DSCR is a factor in evaluating risk of term 
default…but debt yield (NOI/Debt) is factor in evaluating maturity default.

 Leveraged loans….floating-rate balloon loans….DSCR is a factor in evaluating risk of 
term default…but leverage (Debt/EBITA) is factor in evaluating maturity default

 Poor underwriting in ARMs and Option ARMs contributed greatly to the housing 
bubble and bust, but new interagency residential mortgage loan underwriting 
guidance and the CSFB’s definition of Qualified Mortgage require underwriting to the 
highest rate

 Temporary changes in short-term interest rates unlikely to have balance sheet effects 
unless markets not exerting adequate risk management discipline

Risk perspective: strong underwriting limits balance sheet importance
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Academic perspective: healthy bank failures to shift loan supply

Source: Ashcraft, American Economic Review (2005)
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Academic perspective: healthy failures are different

Source: Ashcraft, American Economic Review (2005)
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Academic perspective: bank failure have lasting income effects

Source: Ashcraft, American Economic Review (2005)
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Risk perspective: screening/monitoring matter

Source: Ashcraft and Schuermann (2008): “The Seven Deadly Sins of Subprime Mortgage 
Credit Securitization,” The Investment Professional.
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Academic perspective: credit intermediation growth from shadows
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Risk perspective: need to adjust policy tools for financial structure

 1990-91 was slowest post-war recovery at the time
 2001 was slowest post-war recovery at that time
 2008-2009 now slowest post-war recovery

 Non-traditional tools were needed for policy to have 
desired impact in 2008-present through non-bank 
counterparties during the (i) crisis response and (ii) 
unwinding of balance sheet

 Question: As traditional banks become less important 
and use less maturity transformation, do the old tools 
remain effective?
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